
About Armpocket Enterprises, LLC.: Founded in 2006, Armpocket is the industry leader in designing, manufacturing, and 
distributing high-quality, eco-friendly armband carrying solutions for active lifestyles. The patented Armpocket Ultimate 
Armbands are sold in select specialty sporting goods stores, Target, Best Buy, InMotion and online at www.armpocket.com

About National Technical Systems, Inc. (NTS): National Technical Systems (NTS) provides test, inspection and certification 
services to help clients build better, stronger, safer, more reliable products and bring those products to market quickly and 
efficiently. Over the last 50 years, through a combination of acquisitions, innovations and organic growth we have grown to 
become one of the largest commercial test laboratory networks in North America. Our capabilities span a very wide 
spectrum, covering environmental, dynamics, EMC, wireless, product safety, materials, ballistics and more. NTS engineers 
and technicians have extensive knowledge of current test and conformity requirements, both domestic and international 
over a range of industries including aerospace, defense, telecom and energy. For additional information about NTS, visit 
our website at www.nts.com or call 800-270-2516.

Armpocket®, The Ultimate Armband® achieves IPX4 and MIL-STD-810G Certification 
and exceeds Military Standards

MIAMI, FLORIDA - Thursday, June 30, 2016 – Armpocket is proud to announce recent laboratory test results 
illustrate its Ultimate Armband has established itself as the industry leader in protection, comfort, durability, and 
overall quality, as the only armband to pass the stringent requirements of the  MIL-STD 810G and IPX4 test 
standards. 

Laboratory tests were performed by National Technical Systems (NTS) laboratories in Baltimore, MD and 
Anaheim, CA to determine performance characteristics when subjected to conditions established by MIL-STD-
810G, the most commonly utilized standard for environmental testing for military products. Armpocket 
armbands exceeded the rigorous criteria for protection against damage, life-cycle wear, ruggedness, and 
durability. Additional water-proof testing was conducted, where Armpocket achieved an exceptional water-
ingress rating of IPX-4: weather, sweat, mud, and splash-proof certification and drop test certified to 6 feet.

###

“For years, our customers have been telling us how great our Ultimate Armbands are… now we have the test results 
that prove it,” commented Armpocket President, Jytte Nielsen.  “It was great to work with the NTS team through the 
testing process, they fully understood the test requirements and ensured the testing was properly completed and 
completed on schedule.  Throughout the process we were confident our testing was in good hands.” 

NTS’s Manager of IPC Training Services and former Baltimore Lab Director, Debora Obitz was pleased to see the 
Armpocket’s outstanding testing performance. “It was impressive to see how Armpocket performance surpassed 
both the IPX-4 and MIL-STD-810G requirements.  These results are testimony to the effectiveness of the Ultimate 
Armband’s unique patented design, high quality materials, and overall superior construction.  Armpocket customers 
should feel confident they are purchasing a truly remarkable, highest quality, smartphone carrying solution.”
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